
    

                                                                                     Judical processing

What are the main benefit components of AKTIVA CLASSIC?
AKTIVA CLASSIC includes both the extrajudicial and judicial processing of a debt collection mandate and thus 
offers even higher chances of success. In addition, a free AKTIVA Debtor Check is always carried out before 
each judicial processing, which offers you further securities and procedural options.

In the event of a negative credit rating of the debtor, you decide for yourself:

• Should the claim be titled in order to prevent the statute of limitations and secure your claim in the long
term? Then a so-called “titling despite negative creditworthiness” is carried out by AKTIVA.

• Should the claim not be titled? Then the debt collection mandate will be continued out of court until the 
statute of limitations expires.

If the debtor’s creditworthiness is not negative, court processing is automatically carried out:

• Application for the issue and service of the court order for payment (interruption of the limitation period).
• Application for the issuance and service of a court order for enforcement (title).
• Enforcement e.g. of assets, income, accounts and other claims of the debtor.

In principle, the claim is monitored until it becomes time-barred – for 30 years in the case of titled claims.

For which claims is AKTIVA CLASSIC suitable?
AKTIVA CLASSIC is particularly suitable for your claims above EUR 150. If you also wish to have lower claims or
generally wish to have them processed in court, AKTIVA CLASSIC is also the right solution for you. Determine
yourself the amount limit above which your claims should also be processed in court!

What costs should you expect?
If the AKTIVA Debtor Check shows a negative credit rating of the debtor and the other party does not make a 
payment, you will incur no costs:

• no costs in the case of an out-of-court continuation of the debt collection mandate.
• in the case of a “titling despite negative creditworthiness”, flat-rate costs in the amount of EUR 30 plus VAT 

plus expenses for the judicial dunning procedure.

If the AKTIVA debtor check shows a non-negative creditworthiness and the other party does not make a 
payment, you will incur costs amounting to a maximum of a total lump sum according to the valid cost list. 
This lump sum includes all fees and expenses of AKTIVA, AKTIVA contract law firms and AKTIVA collection 
partners as well as all court and enforcement costs.

What payout can you expect?
If the other party pays the total claim, you will receive 100% of your main claim.

What alternatives do we offer you?
Instead of AKTIVA CLASSIC, choose a service package that only includes extrajudicial measures (AKTIVA
BASIC) or in which the above-mentioned costs are paid in full, but an agreed commission is charged in the
event of success (AKTIVA DYNAMIC).

IHR KONTAKT ZU UNS
AKTIVA Gesellschaft für Kreditorenschutz und Factoring mbH 

Walder Straße 9 - 42653 Solingen 
Telefon: 0212 / 5 97 90 

e-mail: kundenbetreuung@aktiva-inkasso.eu 
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